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How would our human species compare to other advanced 
species across the Universe? Would we be considered a 

successful advanced species or a not-so-successful advanced 
species?

Inside this book you will find the following hypothetical sit-
uation: A highly successful advanced species from another 
Galaxy has been observing us and learning about our ways 
for a long time. They are now ready to share with us their 
thoughts and ideas about how we live here on Planet Earth. 
They will be grading us across several different categories 
much like a teacher grades a student.

The 9 Categories we are graded on: Technology, the Econ-
omy, Entertainment, Health, Management of Life’s Stresses, 
Mental State, Equality, Preparing our Young for Life’s Chal-
lenges, and Planet Maintenance.

Are we a highly successful A/B type species or are we some-
thing less? The answer is revealed within these pages.
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Category I 

Technology
 

Criteria for grading: What kind of innovations and inventions has your 

species created? Do those innovations and inventions reduce or increase 

the daily stresses of Human life? Has your species developed the ability 

to travel to and utilize other worlds within your Solar System/Galaxy?

Our Thoughts: Your Human species, for the most part, excels at this 

category. Your inventions are truly inspiring. From being able to com-

municate quickly and efficiently to nearly every corner of your Planet 

within a relatively short period of time should be commended. Your 

technology over the last decade (2010-2020) has exponentially grown 

into nearly all areas of your life. Some of your technologies are pointless 

and uninspired but much of that comes down to Human issues rather 

than technology. Same for your technology making your species’ lives 

easier. Technology alone most likely does make many areas of your lives 

easier while some technology sets you back and makes life more diffi-

cult. However, its mostly not the technology that’s the problem. It’s how 

an Advanced Species utilizes that technology. But since this category is 

mostly based on the technological innovations without much emphasis 

on how they are used, our grading will be based more on what you cre-

ated instead of how you are using it. What and how your species does 

with your technology will come out within the next several categories.
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Your species does have some quite remarkable feats you should be 

proud of. Some with technology and a lot with the Human spirit 

along with your desire to explore the unknown. You guys excel at 

that aspect of your life on Planet Earth.

We are also impressed with how you figured out and mapped out 

much of the History of your Planet through the Geological Time 

Scale and your impressive work with the Fossil record.

Much of your medical technology is top notch as well. While most 

of your species fails to adequately treat chronic diseases, in our 

opinion, it’s not a technology or innovation problem.

NASA and Space Exploration entities like it are also some of your 

biggest achievements. We love the Hubble telescope. It gives your 

species and incredible eye, deep into the inner workings of our 

Universe. Then we were equally impressed with how you figured 

out how to fix the Hubble Telescope millions of miles away. Simply 

Brilliant!!

For all of these reasons, we give the Human species the following 

grade for Technology on your Planet.

Human Species Grade for Technology:  

A
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